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Innovative solution for:
In shop enclosures
Digital infotainment
Advanced digital signage
Special wow effect applications

-

Features:
Front extraction for easy use and maintenance
Clean and clever design
High transmittance display quality
High quality internal LED lighting

SOLUTIONS

MODELS:
TRANSPARENT LCD 22" DISPLAY CASE
with Embedded PC

MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES

MOBILE DEVICE retail

22" LCD Transparent displays case has a wide range of
applications in all industry, corporate and retail areas and infinite
commercial deliverables, as efficient tool to impressively display
information and communication.
This case can be utilised into shopping windows, retail chains,
outdoor billboards, transportation venues and in showcase events.
Every kind of corporate or institutional organisation, such as
government and school can also adopt the case as an interactive
device, which enables information to be displayed more
effectively.
Benefits of Transparency
The Transparent LCD displays case boasts the world's best
transmittance rate of over 20% for the color type.
The transparent LCD displays case enables a person to look right
through the panel like glass, and it consumes 90% less electricity
compared with a conventional LCD panel using back light unit.
The Transparent LCD displays case utilizes ambient light such as
sunlight, which consequently reduces the power required since
there is no backlight.
22" LCD Transparent case maximizes convenience for not only
manufacturers but also consumers by incorporating the High
Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) and the Universal Serial
Bus (USB) interface.

SPORT retail

Hantarex LCD 22" Transparent comes with a metallic
showcase including an optional small size computer.
The showcase is lighted by an highly efficient internal
white LED surface. In order to have objects insertion and
maintenance directly from front side, the showcase is
easily extractable through dedicated rails.
Different showcases and internal players are available
on request.

SIZE (diagonal)
TECHNOLOGY
ACTIVE DISPLAY AREA
DISPLAY COLORS
RESOLUTION
VIEW ANGLE
PIXEL PITCH
PIXEL ARRANGEMENT
TRANSMITTANCE
PANEL GRAPHICS INTERFACE
EXTERNAL SHOWCASE
INTERNAL OBJECTS AREA
EXTRACTION LENGTH
ROOM FOR COMPUTER/PLAYER
LIGHTING
COMPUTER/PLAYER (option)
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22"
LCD TRANSPARENT
473.76(H) x 296.1(V) mm
16.7 Million
1680 x 1050 pixels
160° (all directions)
0.282
RGB VERTICAL STRIPE
>20%
HDMI
515 x 300 x 390 (L x W x H) mm
480 x 280 x 310 (L x W x H) mm
170 mm
515 x 300 x 55 (L x W x H) mm
White LED surface
On request

